Since we consider the weighted homogeneous case with an isolated singularity, it seems natural that stronger triviality than topological one holds. In fact, such triviality called "modified Nash triviality" holds under the above assumptions (see Theorem in §2). On the other hand, we have introduced the notion of "strong C° triviality" for a family of analytic functions in [6] . Roughly speaking, strong C° equivalence is a C°e quivalence which preserves the tangency of analytic arcs at 0 G R n . In §4, we discuss the relation between modified Nash triviality and strong (7° triviality for a family of zero-sets of weighted homogeneous polynomials.
The author would like to thank Professor M. Shiota for helpful suggestions concerning Proposition 2 in §3 (semi-algebraic triviality theorem). §1. Some properties of Nash manifolds.
In this section, we recall some important results on Nash manifolds. A semi-algebraic set of R n is a finite union of sets of the form THEOREM 3 (M. Shiota [12] ). There exist two (affine) Nash manifolds which are C ω diffeomorphic but not Nash diffeomorphic.
In general, Nash diffeomorphism is stronger than the notion of C ω diffeomorphism. §2. Result.
Let α = (α'ι, , α n ) be an n-tuple of positive integers. Put p = θί\ α n and
Put E = Sι(a) x R and EQ = π~l(0) = Sι(a) x {0}. Then E is a Nash manifold and EQ is a Nash submanifold. The restricted mapping π a \E-E 0 ' E -EQ -+ R n -{0} is a 2 : 1 mapping. Therefore ττ α : (E,EQ) -» (R n ,0) is a finite Nash modification. Let J be an open interval and < 0 € J, and let f t : (R n ,0) -> (R p ,0) (t G J) be a weighted homogeneous polynomial mapping. We define F : (R n x J, {0} x J) -» (R p ,0) DEFINITION. We say that (R n x J, F~1(0)) admits a π a -modified Nash trivial-ization, if there exists a tf-level preserving Nash diffeomorphism Φ : ( E x J, EQ x J) -» (j£ x J, £Ό x ^) which induces a tf-level preserving homeomorphism <^ :
THEOREM. Zetf J δe αw open interval, and let ft : (R n ,0) -> (R p ,0) δe a polynomial mapping where each f t)Z is weighted homogeneous of type (c*ι, ,α n ;Lj) ( 
Many singularists would know that such a t-level preserving C°° diffeomorphism in Proposition 1 exists. But, thanks to Euler's Theorem, we can concretely construct a C°°v ector field on SΊ(α) x JΓ\F~l(Q) 9 called the Kuo vector field ( [8] , [9] ), whose flow gives the diffeomorphism. 
STEP 2. (semi-algebraic triviality theorem) PROPOSITION 2. Let M D N be a Nash manifold and a Nash (regular) submanifold such thai N is closed in M. Let p : M -> R be a proper Nash submersion such that the restriction of p to N is also a proper Nash submersion. Then there exists a Nash diffeomorphism

STEP 3. By Propositions 1 and 2, there exists a ί-level preserving Nash diίfeomor-phism
We write G(x,ί) = (σ t (x),t) for (a?,<) G 5ι(α) x J. We define a mapping Φ :
Then this Φ gives the modified Nash trivialization in the Theorem. §4. Strong C° equivalence. Let J be an open interval, and let f t : (R n , 0) -> (R, 0) (ί £ J) be a weighted homogeneous polynomial of type a = (θί\ , , α n ) with an isolated singularity. In this section, we discuss the relation between τr α -modified Nash triviality and strong (7° triviality of the family {(R n ,/f ^O^tej. (A) Consider the homogeneous case i.e. αi = = α n = 1. Recall the notations E = 5ι(α) x R and E Q = Sι(a) x {0}. We say that (X; ti) = (Xi, -,X n ; ti), (Y; β) = (Yί , , Y n s) 6 E are equivalent, if (i) X, = y, (1 ^ t ^ n) and ti = a, or (ϋ) χ β = -y t (1 ^ i ^ n) and ti = -β. _ Then this relation is an equivalence relation. We denote by E and JS^ the quotient sets of E and EQ by the relation ~, respectively. Therefore τr α -modified Nash triviality implies strong (7° triviality.
(B) Consider the case where &ι = = a s < α 5+ ι = = α n (1 ^ 5 < n).
PROBLEM 2. 7s Me /αms'/y {(R n ,/ t~1 (0))} t6 j strongly C° trivial?
The Theorem in §2 has come from this problem.
(C) Consider the case where n = 3 and OL\ < ot^ < #3.
